MMC has new low beds
Enterprise 9000x from ARJO

Beginning May 18th, 2021 all low beds ordered will be this new bed

What you need to know:

- Bed exit alarm cords connect to our call light system just like our regular beds
  - These special connection cables come with the bed
  - Contact MOWS if cable is not provided (8-3937 or page 6115). After hours contact House Supervisor.
- Must zero bed when patient is out of the bed and then weigh the patient for the sensitivity levels of the alarm to work correctly
- To set bed alarm, must hold down the In bed or Egress button for the sensitivity level desired.

- There are 10 alarm sensitivity levels
- Weight capacity is 550 pounds

The ordering process will not change. Continue to place a Specialty Bed Referral and specify need for low bed.

Contact your Nurse Manager with any questions.